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1. Introduction 
In this paper we continue with the same philosophical attitude developed in our 
previous paper. That is: we try and develop “pointless” definitions for properties and 
structures which depend purely upon the lattice structure of the collection of fuzzy 
sets, and not upon its decomposition into the form Lx (where X is an ordinary set). 
We then try to extract he essence of the usual topological theorems, and generalize 
their proofs. 
A definition of the product of a collection of fuzzy topological spaces hasalready 
appeared in the literature [3,13]. However this is a “pointed” definition, and hence 
does not fit within our “pointless” framework. Hence we give a new “pointless” 
definition, which is in fact a category theoretic definition. We prove various classical 
theorems including the “Tychonov product theorem.” When proving this theorem, 
we use a stronger definition than the usual compactness definition [l l] of “every 
open cover of the whole space has a finite subcover.” We say that to be compact, 
every open cover of any closed set must have a finite subcover. This has the 
advantage that in some sense it agrees more with the usual meaning of compactness, 
as defined by its applications (for example in proving Hausdorf and compact implies 
Td). We hope these new definitions of products and compactness will turn out to be 
much more useful than the old definitions in mimicking the usual theorems about 
uniformities. 
As is mentioned in our previous papers, the concept of generalizing afuzzy lattice 
from that of [0, 13, to a complete, completely distributive lattice was developed by 
Goguen (among others). However our use in this and other papers is an extension 
beyond that of Goguen - namely we realise that Ly is also a fuzzy lattice, and prove 
our results within this abstract “pointless” framework (by ignoring the extra struc- 
ture, we interpret Lx as our new L). Moreover, we believe that at the time of writing 
our original papers [S] and [6] the “pointless” approach had not been developed. In 
particular it hai not been developed as a tool in constructing definitions (by 
, demanding that the definitions be “pointless”, and generalize the usual definitions -
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a condition not satisfied in [3,8,9,10,13]). It is a consequence ofour.new framework 
that we obtain a different definition of the product, and hence are able to prove a 
“Tychonov product theorem” in both directions - an impossibility with the other 
definitions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper a fuzzy lattice shall be a complete, completely distributive 
lattice (L, s, ‘) with order reversing involution ‘. The elements of the lattice shall be 
called fuzzy sets. A fuzzy topology T on L is a subset of L closed under finite infima, 
and arbitrary suprema. The elements of T are called open sets, and their comple- 
ments closed sets. 
Fuzzy lattices form a category. The objects are fuzzy lattices. The morphisms from 
L1 to L2 are maps from Lz to L1 which preserve A, v, and ‘. If the morphism is called8 
then we call the map from Lz to L1, f’(since we want f to correspond to a map 
f: Xl +X2, and f’ to correspond to f * : 9(X*) + !P(Xl)). We can also define a map 
f:L1+L2 by 
f(a)=inf{bELz:a<f’(b)} 
This map preserves uprema, but may not preserve infima or complements. 
If we have two fuzzy topological spaces and a morphism f: (Ll, TI)+ (Lz, ~2) 
between them, then we say f is continuous if u E ‘pz + r ‘(m) E 11. 
If we have a family of morphisms fA: L-, L,, where LA has a topology TV, then the 
topology induced on L is the topology generated by {fi’ (Us): A E A, uA E r*}. It is the 
smallest opology making { fA} continuous. 
3. Products aif fuzzy lattices 
Definition 1 (Product of lattices). Suppose (LA : A E A} is a family of fuzq lattices. 
Then we define L = @LA, the product of {LA : A E A} as follows. 
The elements of L are the subsets .A of &Li (where Li = LA -(O}) which satisfy: 
(Pl) a s b, b E A + a E A (giving i& .Lz the obvious partial ordering). 
(P2) If BA s LE, and n* Bh s A, t&n b E A, where bA = sue B,, 
The ordering on L is the ordering of set inclusion. 
We define the complement as folows: If B EL, then 
B’= {x: (Vy E B)(3h E A)(xk s y;)}. . 
. L is a fuzzy lattice. 
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Proof. (1) L is obviously a complete lattice with A equal to n, and with v equal to u 
followed by closure under (P2). 
(2) Complete distributivity of L follows from the fact that if Bi is closed under (Pl) 
and generates Ai EL under closure by (P2), then Ui Bi generates Vi Ai, and 
n, Bi generates /\i Ai. Thus A A (Vi Bi) = \/i (A A Bi) is generated by 
A n (Ui Bi) = Ui (A n Bi). Similarly for the other case. 
(3) Complement interchanges \I and A since: 
(a) (Vi&l =1x: WY E VAi)@A E A)(xA s yi)} 
={x:(V~EUA~)(~~EA)(X~~~~)~~ 
=ni {x: (Vy E Ai)(3A E A)(xA s y; )} 
NOW {x: xA s Vi y z} is generated by l_Ji {x : xA s y 6) SO (jji Ai)’ is generated by 
Hence (l\i Ai)' = ViAi. 
(c) NowA”=AforA={x:x* s a} where h E A and a E L1. Also elements of this 
form generate all elements of L under arbitrary A and v. Hence A” = A for any 
AizL. 
Definition 2 (Projection maps). Define fuzzy lattice morphisms vA : L + LA by 
w;’ (y) = {x EL: XA s y}. 
Thus wA (A) = V{xA : x E A}. 
propOsition 2. (9~~ : L + L A ) ~~~ is a product in the category theoretic sense. 
Proof. That the ?rA are lattice morphisms is obvious (in fact we discovered what the 
definition of the complement should be by assuming the wA were lattice morphisms). 
Suppose f* : MT + LA are lattice morphisms, then define f: M + L by 
This is a lattice morphism, and makes the diagram commute. 
M 
f 
/ 
\ fA 
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The morphism f is unique since {*iI (y): A E A, y E LA} generates L under arbi- 
trary A, v. 
l%qMMdtion 3. LA does not depend upon labelling or bracketing (e.g.: Ll@ L2 s 
L&Ll, and (L1QL2)O.L3~L1OL2OL3-). 
Proof. That the product does not depend upon any labelling (or order) is obvious. 
That the product does not depend upon bracketing is obvious, once one realises 
precisely what the procedure for taking suprema is. The correspondence 
is by 
being induced on subsets. We only need to realise that taking suprema for elements 
ofrl AE,,lUA2 Li, as in (P2) can be factored into taking suprema in each component, 
and then taking suprema over the pairs. 
Proposition 4. Suppose LA = P(x~) where XA is an ordinary set. ?%en @A LA s 
pm X*). 
Proof. The isomorphism @JA LA -9(nn X*) is 
AE@LA+U{a: UEA}C~X~, 
A A 
or its inverse 
BcflXh+a:aSB,anda isa“box”=naA,whereO#aACXA}. 
A A 
These maps are bijective inverses ince the properties (Pl) and (P2) are precisely 
the properties to ens re that all “box” sets included in a subset of nA XA are listed in 
the corresponding element of @A Lh. 
The fact that the maps are bijective and cgder preserving is sufficient o imply they 
preserve A and v. They preserve the compE ;ment since they preserve it for sets of the 
form & (a) where ~1 c XA, and these sets generate the whole lattice. 
Propmition 5. Suppose LA = M> where MA is a fuzzy lattice, and Xn is an ordinary 
set. Then @jA LA = (@A MA)‘“? (i.e.: if lLtk = fuzzy sets of a set Xh with respect to the 
fuzzy lattice M,,, ihen @A LA = fuzzy sets of n Xh with respect to the fuzzy lattice 
6% fi). 
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This allows us to relate the work in this paper to our previous papers, and other 
papers, in which fuzzy sets are maps from a set X into a fuzzy lattice L. 
proof, The proof is not dissimilar from the proof of the previous proposition, and is 
omitted for the sake of brevity. 
However, the isomorphism is the following: Q : n Xh + @)A Mh corresponds to 
Roposititba 6 (Characterisation ofproducts). L@Lz is lattice isomorphic to the lattice 
ofsupremumpreservingmapsQ:L~-*L~, withordetQ<@‘ff (VaELl)(Q(a)~$(a)). 
The isomorphism is 8: AC+(PA where QA(a) = A {b’: (a, b) E A’} for a # 0, and 
Q(O)=& (~soQ,&)~ b’e(a,b)E A’) 
(Note: We must have complements on the lattices, since otherwise there is no 
isomorphism. For example if L = 9(X) u (11, with the usual partial ordering on 
9(X), and with A G 1 for A c X Then L @ L has n * minimal elements >O, but there 
are only n minimal elements in the lattice of sup preserving maps Q: L + L (where X 
has n elements).). 
PrOOf. The map (PA is obviously sup preserving, since 
(Vi, (ai, 6) E A’) e (V ai, b) E A’. 
The’map 8 is also obviously a bijection, since we may recover A from 
A’ = ((a, b): Q,&)s b’}. 
(This set is in L&L*, since (Vi, j p(ai)s bj) e (rp(V ai) s A bi.) 
The map &I is also order preserving. This is sufficient o show that we have a lattice 
isomorphism. 
PTO~~~~~~~ 7. Consider the “reflection ” isomorpkism 
r: Lt@L2* L&L1, defined by r(A) = {(b, a): (a, b)E A}. 
14re cortespandence between products and sup preseming maps defined in the previous 
proposition induces a “refle@ion” map between sup preserving maps Q : Li + Lzp and 
sup pneseroing maps Jr: La + Ll by Q + Q’ where: 
Q’(b)=/\{a: Q(a’)Gb’}. 
proof, As in Proposition 10 of our paper on uniformities. 
Note. Propositons 5 and 6 offer a relationship between products and uniformities, as 
defined in our previous paper. We hope to develop this later. We do however feel 
that it is now necessary to change the notation from D-’ to D’ in our previous paper 
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on uniformities, to avoid confusion with the multiple use of “inverse” that now 
occurs. Thus this map ‘Y is precisely the same as the map “inverse of an element of 
Q”, defined in [S]. 
Definition 3 (Product opology). Suppose (LA, TV) are fuzzy topological spaces. The 
product topology on C& LA is the topology induced by the projection morphisms 
=k 
Proposition 8. gALA with the product topology is a category theoretic product in 
the category of fuzzy topological spaces (with continuous maps as morphisms). 
4. Compactness and products 
Definlition 4 (Open covers and filters). Suppose (L,, 7) is a fuzzy topological space. 
(1) An open cover % of a fuzzy set K is a collection % of open fuzzy sets such that 
KGV% 
(2) Suppose & is a subset of L closed under finite infima, then an &filter 9 
relative to a fuzzy set U is a non-empty subset 9 of J& which satisfies: 
(F3) F s U+FP 5 
(If & = L, we just say 9 is a filter. If SB = closed sets, we say 9 is a closed-filter, 
etc.).’ 
(3) An &filter pair (9, a) is a pair of subsets 9, $I G L, such that 
(FPl) 9% Se, and 9 satisfies (Fl) and (F2). 
(FP2) %’ = (U’: U E %} G J& and %’ satisfies (Fl) and (F2). 
(FP3) If FE 9 and U E u21, then Fs U. 
(4) We partially order d-filters b indusion, and d-filter pairs by inclusion for 
each component. Thus Zorn’s Lemma ir Iplies every &filter relative to U (d-filter 
pair resp.) is contained in a maximal &-filter relative to U (&filter pair resp.). 
(5) A subset 9% & is said to s&*tisfy the F.I.P. relative to a fuzzy set U if 
Fl ,..., F,E~WF,A--AF,~E:U. 
Thus every subset 9 of Se which sakfies the F.I.P. relative to U is contained in an 
&filter relative to U. 
(6) The cluster set of a filter 9 is A {F: FE 8. 
position 9 (Equivalent definitions of compactness). Suppose (L, T) is a fuzzy 
topological space. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Every open cover % of a set F has a finite subcover. 
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(2) Every collection of closed sets ssatisfying the F.1.P’. relative to an open set U has 
/\$$LJ. 
(3) Every closed-filter 9 relative to an open set U satisfies A 9~ U. 
(4) Every maximal closed-filter 9 relative to an opeat set U satisfies A 9% U. 
(5) Every closed-filter pair (9, %) satisfies A 9~ V %. 
(6) Every maximal closed-filter pair (9, a) satisfies /\ 5~ V %. 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), (3), (4) is similar to the standard proof. The 
equivalence of (5) and (6) is obvious. The equivalence of (3) and (5) is proved as 
follows: 
(3)1(S). Consider 9 as a closed filter relative to U, for each U E %. Thus A g+ U. 
Then consider the complement of % relative to the complement of A 9. 
(S)+(3). Since (9, {U}) is a closed-filter pair. 
Definition 5 (Compactness). We say (L, 7) is compact if it satisfies any of the 
equivalent statements in the previous proposition. 
Proposition 10. Suppose f: L + M is a continuous urjection (as a morphism in the 
category of fuzzy topological spaces. That is: f’ is l-l as a map). Suppose L is 
compact, then so is &L 
hoof. Essentially the standard proof. 
Lemma 11. Suppose (9, B) is a maximal &filter pair. Suppose FI, . . . , Fn E &, and 
F,vF?v- l l v Fn E 9, then at least one of Fi E 9. 
Proof. If FEN, LIE%, then FA(F~v-- vFn)=Vi (FAFi)gU SO for some i 
F A Fis U. It is not hard to show that there is an i which works for all F and U. Hence 
we may generate a larger filter 9 by including Fi in the filter. But 9 is maximal. 
Hence Fi E 9. 
Lemma 12. Suppose (9, %) is a maximal closed-filter pair in L = @JA LA. Then 
A s = /\ sb and V % = V %‘, where sb is the filter of sets in 9of the form nn FA, with 
each FA closed, and % b is the dual filter of sets in % of the form (nA LJ: )’ with each LJA 
open (i.e. the complement of sets of the form HA Fh, Fh closed.). 
Proof. Every closed set F is the infimum of a family of closed sets which are the finite 
supremum FI v l l 9 v Fn of sets of the form 7~;’ (KA) where KA is a closed fuzzy set in 
LA. By the previous lemma, if F E 9, then one of the 4 E 9. Hence A 9~ A sb G F. 
Taking all F E 9 gives A 9 = A gb. By duality Ve = V Q b. 
Theorem 13 (Tychonov product theorem). & L,k is compact iff LA is compact for 
each A E A. 
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Proof. (3). Follows by Proposition 10, since vA : L + LA is continuous. 
(e), We take the “maximal closed-titer pair” characterisation of compactness. 
Suppose (9, %) is a maximal closed-filter pair. Then by Lemma 12, A 9= A @b, 
and V % = V %“, where @’ is the filter of sets in 9 of the form n* F,, with each FA 
closed, and eb is the dual filter of sets in aed whose complements are of the form 
nh F,, with each F* closed. Hence & = {FA :F E @} is a closed-filter in LA. Similarly, 
if we write each U E % b in the form U = (K Vi )‘, then %A = {U* : U E %“} is a dual 
closed-filter in LA. Moreover since each F E @, U E 4&b satisfy F% U’ we have that 
VA E A. FA s U’, (see the definition of complement for a product space). Hence 
VA E A, (9*, 4&J is a closed-filter pair. 
Since each LA is compact, /\ Z&s V 4&. Hence, as before, 
n* (/\ &) % <nA (V Q&)‘)‘. But the left hand side is just /\ s9 and the right is just 
V %. Hence /\ 9% V %, and so @A LA is compact. 
5. Connectedness and products 
Definition 6. We say a fuzzy topological space (L, 7) is disconnected if there exists a 
fuzzy set # 0,l which is both open and closed. 
(L, T) is said to be connected if it is not disconnected. 
In [7, Lemma 171 we have proved the following: 
Lemma 14. Suppose U s@*L* is open and 0 # & .A* G U. Suppose moreover that 
0 # BA E LA is atomic-like with respect to A*, for A # A0 (i.e.: for any % G LA such that 
sup % = AA, then there xists C E % such that BA s C), Then the largest box set V s U 
such that VA. = BA for A # ho has Vho open. 
Theorem 15. L = @A Lh is connected i# LA is connected for each A E A. 
Proof. (“\ Suppose there exists A E AI, and UA ELM, 20, 1, such that U’ is both 
open and closed. Then wil (U,,) is both open and closed. Hence LA disconnected for 
some A E A implies L is disconnect 
(e) Suppose U # 0,l is a set iv L which is both open and closed. Choose a 
maximal box set 0 # n AA - = U. The, D A*, # 1 for sorntz ho. Choose BA, f 0 atomic-like 
with respect o A* such that the lariest box set V E U such that VA = & for A P ho 
satisfies VA0 # 1 (We can do this, since otherwise An., = 1). Then VA, is closed (since 
V s U, U closed implies e G U), and Vhu is open, by the lemma. Hence LA, is 
disconnected. Hence L disconnected implies LA is disconnected for some A E il. 
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In our paper on fuzzy separation axioms [7] we have shown: 
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Theorem 16. L = @ LA satisfies any of the following separation/Regularity axioms 
iff LA does for each A E A : 
Ro, R 1, Regular, completely regular. 
TO, T,, T2r T3r T3+. 
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